TOUR UCR BY CAR
A self-guided drive-thru experience of our beautiful campus.

TIPS FOR THE ULTIMATE EXPERIENCE
► Ask a family member or friend to drive while you navigate and read Highlander Highlights about each landmark.
► Follow all city/campus traffic laws and signs.
► If stopping or parking is allowed, safely pull over, and enjoy a quick break.
► You determine the length of your tour based on which landmarks you stop at. Take your time and stop at the optional dining or nature-walk breaks or expedite your tour by only pausing at the starred ⭐ landmarks.
► Not all landmarks will be visible from your car during certain times of the day.

SUGGESTED TOUR ROUTE
► ENTER the UCR campus at Martin Luther King Boulevard & Canyon Crest Drive
► LEFT on West Campus Drive
► RIGHT on University Avenue (Follow curve to continue onto Canyon Crest Drive)
► RIGHT on West Linden Street
► RIGHT on Aberdeen Drive
► LEFT onto North Campus Drive
► LEFT onto East Campus Drive
► RIGHT onto Eucalyptus Drive
► LEFT onto East Citrus Drive
► RIGHT onto South Campus Drive
► EXIT the UCR campus by turning LEFT on Canyon Crest Drive

WELCOME TO UCR. ENJOY YOUR TOUR!
Get a visual of all the great Highlander landmarks from the comfort and safety of your vehicle. Learn more about UCR’s Marlan and Rosemary Bourns College of Engineering (BCOE); College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (CHASS); College of Natural and Agricultural Sciences (CNAS); Graduate School of Education (GSOE); School of Business, School of Medicine (SOM); and School of Public Policy (SPP).

1. **Lot 30:** With over 2K spaces — some of them covered in solar paneling that produces on-site renewable energy — this is UCR’s most impressive student lot.

2. **Olmsted Hall:** Named after John W. Olmsted, American Rhodes Scholar and the first chairman of UCR’s humanities division, this brick building Houses many research laboratories such as the behavioral labs and the media and communication labs.

3. **Sproul Hall:** Home to GSOE and named after Robert Gordon Sproul, the first University of California (UC) president (1952-58). Responsible for the establishment of UC Riverside (UCR) in February of 1954 by declaring the UC system needed a small liberal arts college. (My, how we have grown.) Sproul Hall is now home to UCR’s Department of Economics and Graduate School of Education.

4. **The Barn:** Started as a horse stable in 1917. Transformed into a music-lovers go-to for indie/rock/punk shows in the 90s. (Fact: No Doubt played here!) Recently renovated as UCR’s only eatery that combines all types of food (including BBQ!), adult beverages, indoor/outdoor dining, and a newly designed stage.

5. **Humanities and Social Sciences Building:** Home to CHASS and meeting grounds for Transfer Outreach Programs and CHASS FIRST, a support program that caters to incoming freshman/transfer students majoring within our College of Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences (CHASS).

6. **Hinderaker Hall:** Named after Ivan Hinderaker, UCR’s third chancellor (1964-1979) and the UC’s longest standing. Known for inviting anti-war protesters to his office for coffee and donuts in the 60s and encouraging the construction of the iconic UCR Bell Tower. Hinderaker Hall is now home to current Chancellor Kim A. Wilcox’s office.

7. **Arts Building:** Winner of the Los Angeles chapter of the American Institute of Architects’ Unbuilt Project Merit Award in 1994 for its “big, bold” presence. Judges commented, “It almost belongs to another era. It’s not fashionable, and that’s what’s good about it. There are some very interesting spaces within it.” The same can be said about UCR, period.

8. **Amy S. Harrison Softball Field:** Named after the “finest student-athlete of UCR history” (of any gender) who played five intercollegiate sports during her time as a student. This psychology major later donated $300K to UCR’s athletic department as an alumnus and is an inductee of the UC Riverside Hall of Fame and the Riverside Sport Hall of Fame. This field is now home base to our softball team, one of the Division One athletic teams, amongst 17.

9. **University of California Police Department (UCPD):** This building is headquarters for the officers who keep our campus safe and campus safety programs, like the Campus Safety Escort Service and Point-to-Point Shuttle Service, which shuttles students to their on/off-campus homes within a two-mile radius.

10. **Student Recreation Center:** A state-of-the-art, 155,000-square-foot fitness facility that provides physical and mental health programs like group fitness classes, healthy cooking demos, and rock climbing! The SRC also features weight areas, 100+ cardio machines, fitness/dance studios, indoor/outdoor tracks, an outdoor Olympic-sized pool, and a lazy river. Best part? Tuition covers the membership fee.

11. **North District:** Our most significant campus expansion to date, featuring recent development of the Dundee Residence Hall, which will provide 800+ beds and Glasgow Dining, a two-story residential restaurant.

12. **Aberdeen Inverness (AI) Residence Hall:** Est. in 1959, UCR’s first residential hall and trendsetter of our campus tradition names buildings after Scottish destinations. Besides AI, UCR features three other residence halls: Pentland Hills, Lothian, and Dundee.

13. **Multidisciplinary Research Building (MRB) One:** This research facility’s open design encourages and inspires UCR researchers to collaborate with experts from various fields to identify and solve everyday and not-so-everyday challenges using innovative approaches.

14. **Materials and Science Engineering Building:** Home to UCR’s nanofabrication cleanroom — a cutting-edge facility that enables researchers to study nanotechnology, which studies molecular level matter between 1 to 100 nanometers. (Also known as, very, very, very small things.)

15. **Bourns Hall:** Est. in 1994, this originating engineering building is named after benefactors, Marlan and Rosemary Bourns. These local philanthropists endowed UCR with $6 million to help facilitate and inspire future engineering students to follow in Mr. Bourns’ footsteps — footsteps that led to post-WWII aerospace inventions that changed the world.

16. **Winston Chung Hall:** Home to BCOE and named after Chinese battery technology scientist and inventor who contributed $10 million to UCR in support of clean battery power, solar energy, and sustainable transportation research.

17. **School of Medicine (SOM):** Est. in 2012, this facility holds a 100-seat lecture hall, 10-patient exam rooms, a medical simulation lab, and other medical student success essentials. medicalschool.ucr.edu
18. **BOTANIC GARDENS:** Discover a living museum of Riverside-native plants and creatures (butterflies, water turtles, and the occasional bunny). Take a stroll through 40-acres of scenic trails and gardens or find a shaded bench for some relaxing or reflection.

19. **Rochelle and Allison Campbell Hall:** Named after his wife and daughter, this building recognizes the longtime contributions of the late Niel Campbell, who was a distinguished UCR alumnus. Their family’s longstanding generosity resulted in research labs and opportunities for undergraduate students.

20. **Genomics Building:** An interdisciplinary research facility and the first open-lab format building at UCR.

21. **Entomology Research Museum:** Home to a collection of insect species and related arthropods for the UCR community to conduct research.

22. **Anderson Hall:** The first constructed building of our campus and the former site of UCR’s Citrus Experiment Station, which was once part of UC Berkeley in 1862.

23. **Psychology Building:** Home to the great minds that make UCR #10 in College Factual’s 2020 Best Colleges for Psychology in the United States and #4 in California.